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Generations of men shall comprehend the secrets of this codex with impetuous 
fervour and mysterious fealty. 

Only dreamers such as those who found sanctuary in al-Andalus—within 
the very walls of the Alhambra of Granada—can carve out paths that shine 

through expressions of enigmatic iridescence. 

Here are the revealing lights of a new art non-existent yesterday but eternal 
today and begotten of the truths of Islam, whose faith and past are capable of  
transforming men—personified in this craftsman who, in his art inspired by 

Nasrid Spain, descries excellence. 

Gold, forged as if by magic, diffuses a radiance that is anointed by the hands 
of a singular artist, Francisco Manuel Pinto. 

The 21st century is witness to the emergence of a new artistic expression—in-
tricate with detail and with myriad microscopic glimmers that, depicting the 
origins of beauty to the very limits of perception, flood our vision and shatter 

the resistance of our hearts.

                                                      Kim Eddg
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High  51 cm.  
Maximum diameter, 36.5 cm. 

259.600 estimated points.
24 ct gold excellent,  

exceptionally fine engraving quality.
Weight guide:  10.8 k   and polychrome.

15 astrological and 
cosmological references.
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Maximum diameter 44.0 cm
High 75.5 cm (gold 24 carat) 

and platinum
608,400 estimated points                

15 kg weight guide  
6 medals and shields inserted 3 

32 cosmological and 
astronomical references 
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Maximum diameter 22 cm
High 37 cm (gold 24 carat)   
with artistic polychromy

Carved in bright and matte
92,600 estimated points
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Maximum diameter 41.0 cm   
High 67.00 cm (gold  24 carat) 

and platinum  427,500 estimated points
3 inserted medals and  polychromy

24 cosmological and 
astronomical references
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High 56 cm.  
Maximum diameter 36.50 cm

286,000 estimated points.  
Gold 24-carat

Carving quality Excellent and very fine; 
dense and exceptional.        
11.3 kg weight guide 
5  inserted medals    

20 cosmological and  
astronomical references 
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High 27 cm (gold 24 carat)
Maximum diameter 19 cm

Max. Perimeter 61 cm 
109,000 estimated points

95% of the surface in bright and matte 
Design quality Excellent and elegant; 

fine, dense and exceptional
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High 59 cm (gold 24 carat)  
Maximum diameter 36.5 cm 
219,000 estimated points; 
19,500 points in the lid 

Very high and extremely fine, like porcelain. 
Unique in its style and very light. 

40% of the surface in bright. 
Intensive carving process one inserted medal     

various cosmological  
and astronomical references 
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High 31.6 cm
Maximum diameter 19.58 cm   
Maximum perimeter 64.0 cm

 (gold 24 carat)   
with artistic polychromy
62,600 estimated points
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Maximum diameter 30.4 cm    
High 39.5 cm  (gold  24 carat)  

with artistic polychromy
144,600 estimated points
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Maximum diameter 28.1 cm 
(gold  24 carat) 

High 54.5 cm; with no lid, 42.0 cm
170,000 estimated points

70% of the surface estimated points in bright
Various cosmological and 
astronomical references 
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High 40.5 cm
Maximum diameter 28.8 cm  

(Gold 24 carat) 
with artistic polychromy 
156,700 estimated points 

19 cosmological and a
stronomical references 
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Maximum diameter 20.8 cm 
(gold 24 carat)

High 44 cm; with no lid, 33.2 cm
182,000 estimated points; 
24,000 points in the lid  

Superluxury you act exceptionally 
of unusual quality

With bright carved tones.  
Various cosmological and 
astronomical references 
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High 39 cm 
(gold 24 carat)

Tibor with lid (both in gold) 
Maximum diameter 22cm
115,000 estimated points

19,000 on the lid. 
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High 55.6 cm 
(gold 24 carat) 

Maximum diameter 34.0 cm        
284,000 estimated points    

7 kg weight guide
18 cosmological and  

astronomical references 
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High 40.6 cm
Maximum diameter 26 cm
Maximum perimeter 82 cm

Weight 4,900 Kg (5 kg)  
White gold (22 carat) and palladium   

146.000 estimated points
12 cosmological and 

astronomical references
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High 85.6 cm.  
Maximum diameter, 55.5 cm. 

749.600 estimated points.
24 ct gold and platinum excellent, 

 exceptionally fine engraving quality 3D.
Weight guide: 25 k   

16 medals and shields inserted.
41 astrological and 

cosmological references.
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Visit the multimedia presentation:
http://visions.araberia.com
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Generations of men shall comprehend the secrets of this codex with impetuous 
fervour and mysterious fealty. 

Only dreamers such as those who found sanctuary in al-Andalus—within 
the very walls of the Alhambra of Granada—can carve out paths that shine 

through expressions of enigmatic iridescence. 

Here are the revealing lights of a new art non-existent yesterday but eternal 
today and begotten of the truths of Islam, whose faith and past are capable of  
transforming men—personified in this craftsman who, in his art inspired by 

Nasrid Spain, descries excellence. 

Gold, forged as if by magic, diffuses a radiance that is anointed by the hands 
of a singular artist, Francisco Manuel Pinto. 

The 21st century is witness to the emergence of a new artistic expression—in-
tricate with detail and with myriad microscopic glimmers that, depicting the 
origins of beauty to the very limits of perception, flood our vision and shatter 

the resistance of our hearts.

                                             http://www.fmpinto.com                                                 

The Artist
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